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WHO WE ARE
Things have changed since we last spoke…

Liberty Charge was launched in March 2020, a joint venture between Liberty Global and Zouk Capital
leveraging all the build capabilities and network assets of Virgin Media, a Liberty Global subsidiary.

We work in partnership with Local Authorities, Charge point operators and other
eMobility stakeholders to help deliver power and connectivity infrastructure for
onstreet EV Charging in residential areas of UK Cities and Towns, to serve residents
without offstreet parking and charging.
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UK GOVERNMENT OBJECTIVES
What are the National Objectives for Emissions and Private Cars
• The Government’s aim is to put the UK at the
forefront of the design and manufacturing of zero
emission vehicles according to the 2020
Decarbonisation Transport Plan
• Regulation to reduce tailpipe emissions for new cars
and vans remains the crucial lever
• New cars CO2 emission reductions regulations came
into effect on 1 January 2020 setting targets out to
2030 which apply in the UK

• There is currently a National Consultation (closing
Autumn 2020) on bringing forward the end to the sale
of new petrol and diesel vehicles to 2035 (from 2040),
or earlier if a faster transition appears feasible

More than a third of households in England do not have access to off-street parking, and this proportion
increases in urban areas where air quality concerns are most acute.
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LIBERTY GLOBAL & VIRGIN MEDIA IN THE UK
We assessed the unique blend of infrastructure and capabilities that we have, which is ideal for deploying public EV charging
at scale

Infrastructure



17m homes passed by Virgin Media and building 450k additional homes every year



40k powered street side cabinets, the majority with a DNO connection



170k km of ducting



Ability to provide power and data connectivity solutions to street-side locations(1)



Track record of designing, installing and deploying infrastructure assets across the UK



Skills and capabilities to deal with all deployment challenges (Project Lightning)



Trusted relationships with Local Authorities, Civil Contractors and DNOs



Ability to fund assets which require infrastructure paybacks



An understanding of the EV charging landscape and the right companies to partner with



Dedicated team

Capabilities

(1)

Subject to compliance with any applicable licensing laws. Review and analysis is ongoing.
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UK PUBLIC EV CHARGING OPTIONS
With our assets and capabilities we believe we can help revolutionise the on-street charging landscape

Existing on-street chargers

Destination charging

Rapid hubs

Defined

• Stand alone (normally large) 3-22kW chargers
found with dedicated parking in parts of London

• Stand alone (normally large) 22kW+
chargers found with dedicated parking in
parts of London

• Develop on dedicated land for multiple rapid chargers
(50kW+) in a cluster

Pros

• 3-22kW can provide a decent speed of charge
• Often have dedicated parking bays

• 22kW can provide a decent speed of
charge
• Dedicated parking bays

• Fastest way to charge cars, with significant
investments being made by many companies
• Some companies are looking to add amenities to
make the users waiting time more productive

Cons

• Significant maintenance issues and loss of trust
with users and LA’s
• Large bulky chargers that added significant streetclutter that many LA’s don’t want

• Found only in designated locations

•
•
•
•

Expensive for the end user
Expensive to install, requires grid upgrades
Faster battery degradation when used often
Rapid chargers (currently) can take 30 mins to charge
a car so could create long wait times

CPO
Players
(rapid)
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BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION
We believe that by splitting investments above and below ‘the pavement’ new business models can be created that can
transform the on-street charging landscape. We have an open approach to working with parties that have shared values of
creating an interoperable, standards based EV charging network, that is accessible for all.

CPO

Liberty
Charge
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Delivering &
Managing the
Customer
Experience

Providing
infrastructure
as a service

Install and maintain EVC

Deploy, install and maintain:
Cabinets, Ducting
Connections to EVC units
Data & Power
Manage the DNO
Handle LA relationships
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ENHANCED SERVICES
Offer Smart City Services to local authorities to build relationships and enhance the community
•

Utilise experience of radio networks from other Advanced

Technology trials to Smart City connectivity and Services
•

•

Provide a LPWAN radio to allow services to connect in the streets
with a carrier grade network

•

Air Quality Sensors
charging point
•

Showcase what is possible and probable utilising the network of
EV chargers at scale

Provide air quality data as part of the installation of the EV
Enable local authorities to see and manage the data as they
see fit

•

Provide data to local residents of appropriate

Smart Parking
•

Confirm if the EV bays are blocked with non charging cars
by offering the data to the LAs/CPO for integration into their
applications

•

Data can be provided by a simple API and allows
LAs/CPOs to see if cars are parked and not charging

•

Simple expansion to potentially offer a street wide service to
local authorities as required

Smart Refuge
•

Know when it is best to collect refuse

WiFi
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VPACH
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VPACH
Virgin Media Park and Charge

The Virgin Media Park and Charge (VPACH) project is part of the electric vehicle charging for public spaces: feasibility
studies competition, funded by the Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) in partnership with Innovate UK

Local Authorities
•WMCA
•Oxfordshire County
•Liverpool City
•Southend on Sea Borough
•Worcestershire County
•Wandsworth
•Croydon
•Northamptonshire County
•Hammersmith & Fulham
•Belfast City
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Delivery & Specialist
partners
•Virgin Media
•SMS plc
•Cenex
•Ginger Town
•Fully Charged
•Connected Kerb
•DETA
•Loughborough University

Current State
•1000+ Sites identified
•200+ Sites in consultation

•100+ Sites ready for
deployment
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SITE SELECTION TOOL
We have developed an exciting way to select sites

Working with Loughborough University we have developed a geo-spatial tool that analyses a vast variety of data to
determine predicted EV adoption.
Northampton Case Study

1.

EV adoption potential in Northampton tends to cluster in the
suburbs to the west and south of the city centre

2.

Whereas limited off-street parking is concentrated in the central
core.

3.

In terms of areas of overlap, the neighbourhood of Abington to
the east of the city centre scores moderately on the EV
adoption index and has a relatively high proportion of dwellings
which are classified as terraced.

 This area is selected for further appraisal in site selection
process.
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CONSULTATIONS -NCC
An Electric Vehicle Charging Point Consultation which was conducted by Liberty Global in partnership with Northamptonshire County
Council (NCC) from 27 January to 24 February 2020.

Feedback Summary
The consultation was hosted on the Survey Monkey website at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/nccvpach
The survey was sent to 3105 addresses and we received 475 responses (470 online and 5 paper surveys).
Overall the feedback received over the course of the online survey was positive, an overwhelming amount of respondents supported the installation
of EV infrastructure.

Support

Against

0-5

0-2

N/A

10%
30%

23%
70%

A significant amount of respondents (70%) support the
installation of electric vehicle infrastructure in
Northamptonshire.
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67%

Two thirds (67%) are considering buying an electric
vehicle within the next five years and 23% are
considering buying an electric vehicle in the next 0-2
11
years.

JOIN OUR JOURNEY
Partnership, collaboration and teamwork is the key to delivering onstreet residential EV charging at scale
and is part of Liberty Charge’s DNA.
If you would like to explore partnership opportunities to help
your organisation deliver on your EV charging plans, or you
would like to request a charge point on your street then
please reach out so we can discuss how we can work
together to reach our goals. Please contact the team as a
first step:

theteam@libertycharge.co.uk
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